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1. 

JOHN HARRISON 
AND 

THE SEARCH FOR LONGITUDE 

On October 22nd 1707, Admiral Sir Clowdisley 
Shovell was headed back to England from a victorious 
engagement against the French Mediterranean Squadron 
off Gibraltar. He and the crews of his flotilla of 
five British Men-of-War were looking forward to a 
triumphant return. The weather had been foggy for the 
past few days and the Admiral was concerned about just 
where the fleet was. He assembled his navigators 
aboard the flag ship to compare notes. They reached 
the consensus that the fleet was on a course homeward 
bound, well to the west of the rocky Isles of Scilly at 
the southwest tip of Britain. The navigators were 
wrong. Instead of miles to the east, the Isles of 
Scilly were dead ahead. HMS Association struck first 
and sank in minutes with all hands. Before they had 
time to change course to avoid the danger, the Eagle, 
the Romney and another ship of the squadron crashed 
into the rocks to a watery grave. It was a disastrous 
loss of four ships and over two thousand troops. The 
wreck of ~dmiral Shovell's fleet was probably the worst 
to that tlme but there were many serious and costly 



losses because of the frequ 
the location of a ship at 

The art of navigat ion 
ancient times. The biblica l 
Proverbs wrote: 

There be three things 
(too mysterious) f or 
eagle in the air; the 
rock; the way of ash ' 
sea ... 

In 1707 navigation had i mpro 
time of Columbus, two hundred years 
were reasonably simple methods of f~~~1 
sighting certain stars at night or 
navigators, with the help of an a~,~.~~ 
could get a fair approximation o f 
or south of the equator. Standard 
north or south to the latitude o f e 
of call and then follow that paral le 
until they reached their destinatio . 

The problem, on reaching t he pro 
in deciding whether to turn east or es
desired landfall. By 1700, almost 
a year sailed between England a nd 
the Jamaica trade. Usual procedure s 
to the Canary Islands, replenish water 
at Tenerife, pick up the north-easter 
head west. If the master of a s hip rea~~~ 
parallel mistakenly thought he was ea 
when actually he was west, he would 
head west instead of east and poss ' 
weeks. Supplies could be exhausted. 
suffer great hardship and death. 
often with disastrous results was 
occurrence. 

In 1741, Commodore George 
centurion to the Pacific. Head ' 
Horn, the ship was buffeted for 
storm. When the weather fina 
was some 200 miles west of the 
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expecting to reach the Island of Juan Fernandez in 
several days. There he would find a safe harbor and 
provisions for his men who were already suffering from 
the lack of proper food and water. Instead land was 
sighted within hours - but not Juan Fernandez. It was 
the rocky, barren coast of Tierra del Fuego. Because 
of the storm and the currents, instead of sailing 200 
miles west from the Horn, he hadn't made any headway at 
all. so, it was west for over a week, then north. On 
reaching the 35th parallel he reckoned the Island lay 
to the east. After heading east for 48 hours he 
sighted land, not his island, but the hostile coast of 
spanish-held Chile. A 180 degree turn and back
tracking to the west finally brought him to Juan 
Fernandez 62 days after entering the straits Le Maire 
at Cape Horn. More than half of his original 500 men 
had been lost to scurvy and the storm. 

To help determine their location, navigators used 
a crude system of Dead Reckoning. They charted the 
ship's course by estimating its speed on a given 
compass heading for a given time. Speed was checked by 
throwing overboard a log with a line attached and then 
counting knots in the line as it was paid out over the 
stern. The number of knots that passed over the taff
rail in a half minute (using a special land sand-glass 
like an egg timer) was the speed of the vessel in 
nautical miles, or knots, per hour. Time on a given 
compass heading was kept with a simple half-hour glass. 
Each turn of the glass was marked on a slate by the 
officer on watch. So, given the direction, the speed 
and the time, the navigator theoretically should be 
able to locate his position. 

But, the actual location of the ship was often far 
off the mark. Dead Reckoning was little more than an 
educated guess. It failed to fully account for such 
variables as deviation in the magnetic compass, the 
effect of ocean currents, drift, leeway and the 
inherent crudeness of collecting data. 

Most sea captains could establish their latitude 
reasonably well. Finding longitude, the distance east 
or west of a given point, was a much more difficult 
problem. In 1707 there was no practical method of 



accurately determining long: 
observations could be made ~ 
and roll of the ship permi~
calculations required to . ~+.~----~ 
ability of most ship's maste::: • - . .--. 
usually good ones, but not ~~~. 

astronomers. 

As trans-oceanic trade " cc~~se~ 

interest in territorial eA~~~;~~- ~--~ 
the problem of finding long ' 
urgent. The Navy, in addit i 
was hampered in its movements . 
when valuable cargoes were de a. 
bottom. Owners and masters of CCDC~~~ 
the broadening freight and pass~~= 
same serious hazards. 

The problem had been rec~~~~ 
I t was specifically to solve it -
Observatory had been founded i ~==~~i 

first Astronomer Royal had bee 
h imself with the most exact care 
r ectifying the tables of the mot ' 
t he places of the fixed stars , so 
much desired longitude for perf 
navigation ... " 

Thirty nine 
practical method of finding long " 
situation came to a head on May 2- , _ 
of naval officers, merchants a nd ~~~= 
Parliament to do something a bout 
said in part: "The discovery o f -
such consequence to Great BritaL 
Navy and Merchant-Ships ... t hat fo-
ships have been retarded in the ' 
lost .•• " 

The government took t h e pet " 
special Parliamentary committee 
investigate the whole longitude 
were held. The opinions o f pro,~~~ 
including Sir Isaac Newton , t h P=es~~= 
Society. Although a number o f 
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schemes were discussed, the committee decided there was 
little chance of any of them being developed to provide 
practical use at sea. The committee recommended to the 
House: "That a reward be settled by Parliament upon 
such person or persons as shall discover a more certain 
and practicable method of ascertaining the longitude 
than any yet in practice; and the said reward be 
proportioned to the degree of exactness to which the 
said method shall reach." 

Parliament responded promptly. By 8 July 1714, 
the Act of 12 Queen Anne, Chapter 15 became law. The 
magnitude of the rewards offered emphasize the urgency 
of the problem. It stipulated that to qualify, the 
invention or device would have to be tested and found 
useful and practicable on a voyage to the west Indies. 
It would also be required to indicate the longitude of 
the port of arrival within certain limits of accuracy. 

LlO,OOO to be paid if error did not exceed 60 
miles 

L15,000 " " " " " " " " 40 
miles 

L20,000 " " " " " " " " 30 
miles 

I don't know just what 20,000 sterling in 1714 would be 
worth in 1996 dollars, but I'm sure it's well over a 
million. 

Parliament obviously felt that the answer to the 
longitude problem was of extreme importance. It 
authorized the appointment of twenty-three 
Commissioners of a Board of Longitude. This board 
consisted of an impressive list of members ... including 
the Royal High Admiral of Great Britain, Speaker of the 
House of Commons, the Astronomer Royal of Greenwich, 
the President of the Royal Society, Philip Lord Bishop 
of Hereford, Admirals of the Red, White and Blue 
Squadrons, the Lucasian professor of Mathematics at 
Oxford and Dr. Robert smith, F.R.S. and Plumian 
Professor of Astronomy at Trinity College, Cambridge. 
The Board, or any five of them, were charged with the 
examination, testing and recommendation for approval of 



any proposal submitted 
discovering longitude at sea. 

Finding longitude a t sea 
proposals of consequence were ~_~~ 
assembly of the full board for 
were some hare-brained schemes. 
Humphrey Ditton suggested moor · · 
stationary signal boards along 
the Atlantic. From each boat , 
star shell would be fired more 
sky. They claimed that knowing 
signal boat and observing the t ' 
and the boom of the rocket, would 
within 85 miles to plot his locat · 

An even zanier scheme was re ~ 
appearance in 1687. A miraculous P 
discovered in southern France by sir 
allegedly could heal at a distance. 
the wound of a distant patient were u-~·.~.~~ 

Powder of Sympathy, the wound would _ 
the patient would jerk, or if the pat_ 
animal, it would yelp. The proposa 
wounded dog aboard, as a ship set sa 
accomplice on shore dip a bandage fr 
Digby's Powder each day at noon. e ·.~~Csd 
bark and the captain would know t hat . 
in London. 
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The Board was made up predomin 
and mathematicians. They felt that 
the simplification of celestial obs 
calculations. Harnessing the movec 
moon as an aid to navigation had be 
years. Galileo in the early sevent 

=or many 
ce:::::::::::u:!~ war ked 

on tables timing the eclipses of e ~~=s 
He also invented a special device f ~ 
observations - a brass sort of di 
opening over one eye to see 
telescope over the other to 
they disappeared behind the p lane -

The clock-like daily rotati 
turning one degree of longi t ude 
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well recognized. A clock aboard a ship at sea that 
could tell the time at the point of departure or at 
some fixed meridian, would be a great aid to 
navigation. But sir Isaac Newton said, when appearing 
before the Committee on Longitude in 1714, that there 
were ... "several projects, true in theory, but difficult 
to execute. One is by a watch to keep time exactly, 
but by reason of the motion of the ship, the variation 
of heat and cold, wet and dry and the difference in 
gravity in different latitudes, such a watch has not 
yet been made." Up to that time, Sir Isaac had not met 
John Harrison. 

John Harrison was born in 1693 at Foulby in 
Yorkshire. At an early age, he moved with his family 
to Barrow-on-Humber in Lincolnshire. He, like his 
father, was trained as a carpenter and wood worker. He 
was unusually bright and supplemented his meager formal 
education by reading and studying. He was innately 
curious, inventive, industrious and a perfectionist. A 
clergyman who visited Barrow on Sundays, took an 
interest in young Harrison and lent him a manuscript 
copy of a series of lectures on Natural Philosophy that 
had been delivered in 1711 by Nicholas Saunderson, 
Lucasian Professor of Mathematics at Cambridge. 
Harrison made a careful copy of the text and diagrams 
of the lectures and with their help gained a remarkable 
understanding of mechanics. 

John Harrison's primary mechanical interest was 
horology and clocks. Though never apprenticed as a 
clockmaker, he repaired clocks and watchs for his 
neighbors in Barrow before he was twenty. He built his 
first clock in 1713. It was a carpenter's clock, made 
entirely of wood except for a few small parts and 
fittings of metal. He made two similar clocks in 1715 
and 1717. He built a tower clock in 1722 that still 
tells the time and strikes the hours today at Bocklesby 
Park. He strove to make each of his clocks better and 
more accurate than the last. Among his ingenious 
improvements are his 'Gridiron' pendulum made of brass 
and iron rods that maintained the same effective length 
and beat regardless of the temperature, lignum vitae 
bushings to eliminate the need for lubrication and 
reduce friction, and a remarkable so-called 



'Grasshopper' escapement 
free. 

When John Harrison nea= 
offered for a practical way 
just the sort of challenge e 
he had completed detailed wor 
timekeeper. He took his des i 
to Edmond Halley, the Astrono 
recognized the potential of the 
Harrison to George Graham, t he f~El1:l:::::S-~ 
and scientific instrument maker . 
and a distinguished Fellow of 
Harrison discussed the plans wi 
the day. Despite their differe 
time, Graham received Harrison ~ 
so impressed with Harrison's des i 
competence that he invited him to 
lent him L200, interest free, t o 
build the clock. 

Harrison finished H-l, as th i s 
eventual five sea-going clocks is d~~,~ 
It was rather cumbersome, three fee 
deep and weighed 75 pounds. Al l of ~ 
wood except the escapement. When Barr · s 
London to Halley and Graham they were· __ _ 
demonstrated it to the Royal Society 
received with genuine enthusiasm. Ha_ 
three other Fellows of the Roya l Soc · e 
Robert smith, petitioned the Admira ~ 
sea. 

In May 1736, Harrison with H
centurion bound for Lisbon. captain 
Centurion, replying to his orders fr 
wrote, " ... the instrument is placed 
find its maker to be very sober 
good wishes attend him, but the 
time truly, where so many unequ 
stand in opposition to it, gives 
honest man and makes me fear he 
impossibilities ... " 
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Unfortunately, captain Proctor died soon after 
arrival in Portugal, so there is no official report on 
the clock for the outbound voyage. Four days later 
Harrison and H-l were aboard HMS Orford, Roger Mills, 
Master. In a report of the month-long trip back to 
England, Wills wrote, " ... when we sighted land, said 
land, according to my reckoning, and others, ought to 
have been the start; but before we knew what land it 
was, John Harrison declared to me, and the rest of the 
ship's company, that according to his observations with 
his machine, it ought to be the Lizard, which indeed it 
was found to be, his observations showing the ship to 
be more west, than my reckoning, by one degree and 26 
minutes ... ". The distance between start Point and 
Lizard Point on the south coast of England is 57 
nautical miles. 

While the voyage to Lisbon was not as rigorous as 
one to the West Indies, it proved the practicality of a 
seagoing clock and it demonstrated the weakness of Dead 
reckoning. It was a splendid achievement. The Board 
of Longitude met on 30 June 1737, the first time since 
its inception in 1714. Harrison and H-l received 
enthusiastic praise. He was the only one at the 
meeting who had any reservations about H-l. 
Perfectionist that he was, he said he discovered some 
minor problems with the clock that could be eliminated. 
So instead of asking for a trial of H-l to the West 
Indies, he suggested that he build another improved 
model. The board approved and, apparently feeling he 
was on the right track, advanced L250 to Harrison to 
help cover expenses in building H-2 with the promise of 
another L250 when it was finished. The board 
stipulated, however, that on completion of the second 
clock, both would be turned over to the Admiralty even 
though it had not invested a penny in H-l. 

H-2 was a bit smaller than H-l but heavier since 
all of its wheels were made of brass. It continued to 
use heavy bar-type balances, but it included more 
sensitive temperature compensation and a device to 
provide constant power to the escapement and a device 
to provide constant power to the escapement independent 
of the main spring. H-2 passed rigorous tests with no 
difficulty. A 1741 report of the Royal Society said 



that the clock was subje 
"Being agitated for many 
than it could receive fro 
storm .•• the operation of e 
regular and exact for find ' 
within the nearest limits prc~~~ 
probably much nearer." 

Again, deaf to the praise 
Harrison was not satisfied . 
again. For some unknown reas 
nineteen years working on H- 3, _ 
stipends from the Board to cover 
only 60 pounds and included cir~~~ 
type balances and improved te 
It was finally completed in 175 
there had been two important 
career. 

In an impressive ceremony 0 
Royal Society, as a expression of . 
esteem, presented to John Harr iso 
the prestigious Copley Gol Medal. 
recipients include Benjamin Frank 
Einstein. 

In 1753, Harrison designed a .~~= 
incorporating, in miniature, the . 
into his marine clocks. He had i 
accord with his specifications 
supervision, by a watchmaker fr i 
The watch performed even better 
Harrison was well pleased with 
Board when he met with them in 
further delays in H-3. In the 
Harrison is recorded saying he 
think that, such small machines 
with respect to the longitude. -

Even before Harrison co p e 
it to the Board for tests, des ' 
seagoing watch were incubat ing . 
was approaching seventy and his 
his associate to handle negotia~ 
and the Board of Longitude. 
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H-3 was given the same rigorous tests at Greenwich 
and proved its improvement over H-2. But H-2 and H-3 
never went to sea. By then the Seven Years War was in 
full bloom. If taken aboard ship it was feared that 
the precious clocks might be captured by the French. 

In the meantime Harrison worked on H-4, the marine 
watch. It seemed to him the final evolutionary 
cUlmination of his life--Iong search for a timepiece to 
find longitude at sea. Dramatically different in size 
and appearance from its three predecessors. It's 5 
inches in diameter and weighs only three pounds. It 
has jewelled almost frictionless pivots and is housed 
in a beautiful silver pair case. It was finished in 
1759. The sea test of H-4 began in November 1761. 
Aboard HMS Deptford sailing from Portsmouth, were 
William Harrison, H-4, the Watch and an astronomer, 
sent by the Board, to ascertain celestial local time at 
the points of departure and destination. Harrison was 
to set the Watch by their findings. To insure against 
tampering, H-4 was to be kept in a box fitted with four 
locks, each to be opened with a different key. One was 
given to Harrison for he handled the daily winding of 
the Watch. The others were given to trusted men 
willing to watch Harrison's every move. One to 
Harrison' fellow passenger, the Governor-designate of 
Jamaica, a third to captain Digges of the Deptford and 
the fourth to Digges' first lieutenant. 

The Atlantic crossing, via Teneriffe, took nearly 
three months. Deptford arrived at Port Royal, Jamaica 
on 19 January 1782. The Board's representative 
astronomer, John Robison, set up his instruments and 
established local noon. Robison and Harrison checked 
their watches. H-4 had lost only five seconds after 81 
days at sea! A most remarkable performance, a small 
fraction of the error allowed for the top prize. 

Harrison eventually won the L20,OOO, L10,OOO after 
a second successful sea test to Barbados. The balance 
after finally satisfying new stipUlations demanded by 
the board which were not included in the original 1714 
Act of Queen Anne, details of which are too long for an 
already long budget paper. 



John Harrison's H-4 . 
famous and important t i ep ' 
the sophisticated electro . 
with the help of several sa~~~ 
location within feet. But , . 
Harrison's Watch was a great 
exploration and the expans io 
you're in Greenwich, be sure 
timepieces. They're still 
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ROADSIDE CORN P 

"The Bearded Lady/ Tried a Jar / S 
Movie Start Burma-S 

A few of you are old enough to r 
days in the thirties when the best an 
route to Cleveland from Cincinnat i 
highway, State Route 3. Except for a f~ 
stretches through some of the larger to
two-lane all the way. Broader roads 
didn't help much because any town big e 
four-lane Main street showed off its e

I 

automatic traffic lights that were jus 
vogue then and causing delays. It was a 
undulating road with sharp curves a s"' ,ee~ 
where vertical and horizontal sight 
sometimes practically nil. There were 
grade crossings and a number of narr . 
bridges, often with a ninety degree 
The road passed through miles of 0 

Occasionally, a horse drawn hay wag 
up-hill in low gear slowed progress 
long enough straight stretch turn 
driver to pass. 

I had a 1934 Ford 
was an early successor 
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as any car on the road with the possible exception of 
Cannonball Baker's super-charged stutz. When I drove 
to Wooster, exactly 200 miles north on route 3, to 
visit my girl at school there, I felt I was doing well 
if I made the trip in eight hours. It was a long, 
tedious trek. 

There was relief from the boredom of a wearisome 
trip . . . those wonderful, Burma-Shave signs that 
popped up every few miles. They're what I want to tell 
you about tonight. They were a zany, humorous, highly 
successful advertising campaign that amused drivers and 
generated handsome profits for almost forty years. "If 
You/ Don't Know/ Whose signs/ These Are/ You Can't 
Have/ Driven Very Far" ... back in the thirties and 
forties. 

It started in the mid-twenties. Clinton Odell's 
father was a lawyer in Minneapolis. To bolster his 
lean legal income back then, he also made and sold a 
liniment, made from a secret recipe he claimed to have 
gotten from an old sea captain. It could cure all 
sorts of physical problems. One time Clint's aunt 
severely burned her hand with hot oil. She plunged it 
into a crock of the liniment. It came out with no 
pain, no blister, no scar. The stuff was really good. 
Clint, and his sons Allan and Leonard, made a serious 
attempt to market the liniment. They called it Burma 
vita - Burma, because most of the ingredients came from 
that part of the world and Vita, Latin for life - so, 
Life from Burma. Despite a very conscientious effort 
for a couple of years, sales of Burma-Vita were 
discouragingly dismal. 

The wholesale druggist from whom they bought the 
ingredients for Burma-Vita told the Odells that the 
people who bought the liniment were only those who 
happened to have an ache or a pain at the time - they 
should come up with a product that would be used 
re~ularly and generate more repeat business. He gave 
Cllnt a sample of Lloyd's Euxesis to see what he 
th~u~ht of it. Euxesis , was made in England and was the 
orlglnal brushless shavlng concoction on the market. 
It was messy, gummy stuff, but if it worked, Clint as a 



traveling salesman, could s 
eliminating the old fashio 

Some years before, Clint 
chemist who had become serio 
pulled up stakes to move t o Ar~· __ ~ 
time of the low ebb in the l~'~' ---
returned, completely well a nd 
do. Clint asked him what he e 
shaving cream. "Not much", sa ' 
could improve on this one?" ask 
tube of Euxes i s. "I can sure tn . 
made more sense than you'd think bE~~~se 
the chief cosmetic chemist f or the ~~~apo 

Company. He ordered the materia s 
and got to work. 
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After many trials and ad jus a was 
finally concocted (No. 149 on t he 10 at as 
stable, pleasant to use and gave age. It was 
named, Burma-Shave. Clint and his sons 0 t to 
market the new product. The going asn't easy. It 
wasn't easy to get men to give up the f ' i ar old 
shaving brush and switch to thi s new-fang ed idea. 
They tried the "Jars on approval " approach. "Here's a 
jar of Burma Shave". "What's that?" Our new 
brushless cream that gives a perfect shave without the 
bother of a shaving brush and mug. Try it. If you 
l ike it, give me fi f ty cents when I co e back. If not, 
give me what's left and you won't owe e a cent." 
"Jars on approval" didn't generate eno gh business to 
warrant the trouble. 

One day, Allan, driving on the road between Aurora 
and Joliet Illinois, saw a set o f s all serial signs 
spaced several yards apart just outs ide e right of 
way - "Gas / Oil / Restrooms / Free / Co d Pop / 
Cigarettes" and at the end an arro . g to the gas 
station they were advertising . The struck Allan 
that this may be a good way to se - 8 An 
advertising consultant, they worked 
said it wouldn't be worth the eff 
Clint didn't think much o f the 
finally persuaded him t o put p 
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It was the fall of 125. Allan and Leonard bought 
used lumber at Rose Brothers Wrecking Co., had some 
brass stencils made and painted about a dozen sets of 
small signs that said something rather drab like "Shave 
the Modern Way / Fine for the skin / Druggists have it 
/ Burma-Shave". They installed the signs on two roads 
out of Minneapolis, Route 65 and the road to Red Wing. 

By the end of the year they were getting the first 
regular repeat orders since they launched Burma-Shave. 
Clint was impressed. He told Allan his idea was great -
he'd like to expand the use of the little signs, but 

they were very short of cash, practically broke. 
However, Clint was sold on the idea and quite a 
salesman himself. He incorporated the business. 
Despite having a new-fangled product most people had 
never even heard of and an advertising scheme the 
experts said wouldn't work, he sold 49% of the stock of 
the company in three weeks and generated some money. 

A full scale sign shop was established at the 
plant in 1926. New lumber was used, three by one foot 
boards and silk screens instead of the original crude 
stencils. They painted a good supply of signs. Allan 
went ahead to rent roadside space from farmers who had 
a long enough straight stretch of road frontage. He 
paid from $5 to $50 a year for it depending on the 
location and how savvy the farmer was. Leonard 
followed with a truckload of signs, dug the holes and 
installed them. They looked quite good. "Tho stiff / 
The Beard / That Nature Gave / It Shaves like Down / 
With / Burma-Shave" or "Shaving brushes / You'll soon 
see 'em / Way down East / In some / Museum / __ II 

The early signs were placed about 100 feet apart. 
A driver going 35 miles an hour would have a couple of 
seconds to reach each of the one or two word signs and 
over a quarter minute to read all six of a series. 
This automatically captured a potential customer's 
attention for much longer than an ordinary newspaper or 
magazine advertisement COUld. Because of the spaced 
out format and the folksy hUmor of the signs there was 
an element of suspense difficult to achieve on the 
printed page. Alexander Wollcott once said that it was 



as hard to read just one 
only one salted peanut. 

The signs were ef fe~ " 
"The millionth man / Has ) .... ~ ........ .-. 
shavers / Many thanks /. 
spread along the highways of 
eight states. In the fort~es 
We've Sold / Six Million 0 
Those Coughdrop Brothers". 
youngsters, who might not ha e 
and Mark, the Smith Brothers , 
full beards on their black a n 

What endeared most drivers 
signs were the homely, catchy j O 
After the Odells ran out of jing 
offered $100 to corny poets e ve 
they used. There were thousands 
Odells sifted through them caref 
or so winners each year. Nothing 
was ever used, although there were 
jingles. "Broken Romance / stat 
wild / When He Went Wooly"; "She 
/ By Mistake / She Thought It Was I 
"He Played / A Sax / Had No B. O. I 
Scratched / So She Let Him GO"i -H ' s 
By Just His Mother / He Burma-Sha 
Brother"; "His Beard / Was Long / 
/ He Lost His / Chicken In The Ro 
To Romeo / If You Won't Shave / Go 
Sleek Cheek / Pressed To Hers / 
How She Purrs". 

There were jingles about the 
Shave. "A Silky Cheek / Shaved ~~-T-" 
Not obtained / With A Mowing Ma~o~~ 
Mighty Caesars / They Pulled / r 

Tweezers"; "Every Shaver / Now 
Minutes / Than Before"; "His Pace • 
As Ice / And Oh Louise! / He 

There were jingles about 
imitations began to appear. 
Your Boot / Who Tries / To Han" -

63 
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"substitutes / Would Irk A Saint / You Hope They Are / 
What You Know / They Ain't"; "The Game Laws / Ought To 
Let You Shoot / The Bird Who Hands You / A Substitute". 

There were lots of public services jingles. "Keep 
Well/To The Right / Of The Oncoming Car / Get Your 
Close Shaves / From The Half Pound Jar"; "Hardly A 
Driver / Is Now Alive / Who Passed / On Hills /At 75"; 
"Past / Schoolhouses / Take It Slow / Let The Little / 
Shavers Grow"; "Don't Pass Cars / On Curve Or Hill/If 
The Cops / Don't Get You / Moticians will"; "He Saw / 
The Train / And Tried To Duck It / Kicked First The Gas 
/ And Then The Bucket"; "Her Chariot / Raced At 80 Per 
/ They Hauled Away / What Had / Ben Hur"; "Train 
Approaching / Whistle Squealing / Pause / Avoid That / 
Rundown Feeling ". 

By the 1960s, the situation had changed 
drastically. Burma-Shave became a division of Philip 
Morris in 1963. Space for signs became scarce and much 
more expensive. The new Interstate highways with their 
wide rights of way would put the little signs too far 
off the road. Television, arriving about then, became 
serious competition for outdoor advertising. Realizing 
their value as a colorful bit of American cultural 
history, the smithsonian asked for a set of signs with 
a typical jingle, for preservation and display. 
Leonard Odell delivered it in 1964. He had chosen one 
of their favorites, "Within This vale / Of Toil/And 
Sin / Your Head Grows Bald / But Not Your Chin - Use / 
Burma Shave". So, now / The Only Place / You'll See'em 
/ Is Way Down East / In That Museum. They became a 
nostalgic memory of a by-gone age, when "Old Dobbin / 
Read Those Signs / Each Day / You See, He Got / His 
Corn That Way". 




